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From Branching to Linear Metric Domains(and back)Franck van Breugel�McGill UniversitySchool of Computer Science3480 University Street, Montreal H3A 2A7, CanadaAbstractA branching and a linear metric domain|both turned into a category|are related by means of a reection and a coreection.IntroductionBesides partial orders, also metric spaces have turned out to be very useful togive semantics to programming languages (see, e.g., the collection of papers of theAmsterdam Concurrency Group [BR92]). In the literature, one encounters twomain classes of metric domains: linear domains and branching domains. Lineardomains were already studied by topologists in the early twenties. Branchingdomains have been introduced by, e.g., De Bakker and Zucker [BZ82, BZ83],Golson and Rounds [GR83, Gol84], and the author [Bre93]. The elements ofthese linear and branching domains are convenient to model|one might evensay that they represent|trace equivalence classes and bisimulation equivalenceclasses, respectively. The former is a simple observation. The latter has beenproved by Van Glabbeek and Rutten [GR89].Linear domains are more abstract than branching domains. Our aim is toshow that linear domains can be embedded in branching domains. We focus onthe branching domain B introduced by De Bakker and Zucker in [BZ83] and thelinear domain L the elements of which can be viewed as nonempty and compactsets of sequences. The elements of the branching domain B can be viewed aslabelled trees.There is an obvious way to abstract from the branching structure of thebranching domain B arriving at the linear domain L. This abstraction operator|called linearize operator in the sequel|can be viewed as assigning to a labelled�Supported by the Netherlands Organization for Scienti�c Research.1



tree the set of label sequences corresponding to the paths from the root of thetree to any of its leaves. For example, to the labelled tree��� a������ ��a=== ===���b ���b� ��� a������ ��b=== ===� �the linearize operator assigns the set of sequencesfab; aba; abbg:The linearize operator can be de�ned conveniently in terms of a metric labelledtransition system. The theory of metric labelled transition systems has beenoutlined in the author's [Bre94a] and has been developed further in his thesis[Bre94b]. The branching domain B can be seen as a labelled transition systemas De Bakker, Bergstra, Klop, and Meyer noted in [BBKM84]. It can even beviewed as a compactly branching|being a generalization of �nitely branching|metric labelled transition system. The additional metric structure of a metriclabelled transition system (with respect to a labelled transition systems) is es-sential in the de�nition of the linearize operator lin. Similarly, we can linearizeother branching domains like the more involved branching domains|used tomodel object-oriented and higher-order features|introduced by Rutten [Rut90]and De Bakker and the author [BB93].There are various ways to add branching structure to the linear domain Larriving at the branching domain B. Some of the branch operators have theproperty being a right inverse for the linearize operator. We will focus on two ofthese branch operators: branch0 and branch1.L //branch0 //branch1 Boo linThese two branch operators are canonical. The operator branch0 can be charac-terized as \branch as late as possible" whereas the operator branch1 \branchesas soon as possible (i.e. at the root)". For example, to the set of sequencesfab; acg 2



the branch operator branch0 assigns the labelled tree���a��� b ������ ��c=== ===� �and to the set the branch operator branch1 assigns the labelled tree��� a������ ��a=== ===���b ���c� �We detail the relationship between the linearize and branch operators. Wefollow the work of Nielsen and Winskel et al. [Win84, SNW93, WN94] usingcategory theory|in particular functors|to classify domains. The linear andbranching domain are both turned into a generalized metric space. Generalizedmetric spaces were already studied by Lawvere [Law73]. Lately, there is a growinginterest in generalized metric spaces (see, e.g., Wagner's thesis [Wag94], Flaggand Kopperman's [FK94] and Rutten's [Rut95]). The generalized metrics areobtained from the metrics the domains are endowed with by dropping one halfof the Hausdor� metric [Hau14]. Generalized metric spaces induce very simplecategories, namely preorders. The morphisms of the branching domain can beseen as simulations and the morphisms of the linear domain can simply be viewedas inclusion functions. The linearize operator and both the branch operators arefunctors. The functors branch0 and branch1 are a right and a left adjoint for thefunctor lin . The adjunctions form a reection and a coreection1.L �� //� � oo BAmong the branch operators which are a right inverse for the linearize operatorlin , the operator branch0 is �nal and the operator branch1 is initial.By means of this reection and coreection we have expressed that the lineardomain L can be embedded in the branching domain B in two canonical ways.For a detailed discussion of the merits of relating domains by means of reectionsand coreections we refer the reader to the introduction of [WN94].1We use the term reection to mean an adjunction the right adjoint of which is full andfaithful. Similarly, the term coreection is used here to mean an adjunction the left adjoint ofwhich is full and faithful. Although the same uses can be found in the literature, they are notentirely standard. 3



The linear domain L and the branching domain B are introduced in Section 1and 2. In the next two sections, the linearize operator lin and the branch opera-tors branch0 and branch1 are de�ned. The main results|including the facts thatlin and branch0 form a reection and that lin and branch1 form a coreection|arepresented in Section 5. In the concluding section, some related work and futurework is discussed. Appendix A contains some notions from metric topology andBanach's �xed point theorem. Banach's theorem [Ban22] plays a central role. Itis used to de�ne the linear domain L, the branching domain B, the linearize oper-ator lin , the branching operators branch0 and branch1, and the generalized metricthe branching domain B is endowed with. Furthermore, branch0 and branch1 be-ing a right inverse for lin and the reection and coreection results are provedby means of Banach's theorem. In Appendix B, some of the theory on (metric)labelled transition systems is developed. We assume that the reader is familiarwith the basics of category theory. For further reading we refer the reader to MacLane's standard work [ML71]. Some proofs have been sent to Appendix C.AcknowledgementsPart of this work has been carried out during a visit of BRICS. The author wouldlike to thank BRICS for the �nancial support making this visit possible. The au-thor has bene�tted from discussions with Jaco de Bakker, Michael Barr, ClaudioHermida, Bart Jacobs, Mogens Nielsen, Jaap van Oosten, Prakash Panangaden,Jan Rutten, Vladimiro Sassone, and Glynn Winskel, and from presenting thismaterial at a seminar of the Centre de Recherche en Theorie des Categories.1 A linear domainBoth the linear and the branching domain are de�ned in terms of a set (a; b; c 2)2A of actions. This set is turned into a complete metric space (see De�nition A.1and A.5) by endowing it with the discrete metric (see De�nition A.2).The linear domain is de�ned in two steps. In the �rst step, the completemetric space A1 is de�ned in terms of the complete metric space A, the singletonmetric space 1 containing 0 as single element, and the operations 12 �, �, and +(see De�nition A.3).De�nition 1.1 The complete metric space (� 2)A1 is the unique completemetric space satisfyingA1 �= A� 12 � (1 +A1):2We use the notation (x 2)X for the introduction of a set or metric space X with typicalelements x, x0, x0, : : : 4



The fact that there exists a unique (up to isometry) complete metric space A1being isometric3 (see De�nition A.11) to the completemetric space A� 12 �(1+A1)follows from Theorem 4.4 of America and Rutten's [AR89]. The proof of thistheorem relies on Banach's theorem.The elements of the complete metric space A1 can be viewed as nonemptyand �nite or in�nite sequences over the action set A. For example, the elementha; hb; 0iicorresponds to the �nite sequence ab and the in�nite sequence a! corresponds tothe elementha; ha; � � �ii:The metric mA1 is a Baire-like metric [Bai09]. For example,mA1 (ha; hb; 0ii; ha; ha; � � �ii)= (mA � 12 � (m1 +mA1)) (ha; hb; 0ii; ha; ha; � � �ii)= maxfmA (a; a); 12 �mA1 (hb; 0i; ha; � � �i)g= maxf0; 12 � (mA � 12 � (m1 +mA1)) (hb; 0i; ha; � � �i)g= maxf0; 12 �maxfmA (b; a); 12 �mA1 (0; � � �)gg= maxf0; 12 �maxf1; 12 � 1gg= 12:In the second step, the linear domain L is de�ned in terms of the singletonmetric space 1, the complete metric space A1, and the operations + and Pnk(see De�nition A.7).De�nition 1.2 The complete metric space (L 2)L is de�ned byL = 1 + Pnk (A1):The elements of the linear domain, the linear processes, can be viewed as setsof sequences. The element 0 of the singleton metric space 1 can be seen as thesingleton set consisting of the empty sequence. All other elements of the lineardomain can be viewed as nonempty and compact (see De�nition A.6) sets ofnonempty sequences.In Section 5, we will discuss (half of) the metric mL in some detail (seeProperty 5.3).The elements of the linear domain L represent (in�nitary completed) traceequivalence classes (see, e.g., Section 2.7 of Van Glabbeek's [Gla90]). Let (C;A;!)be a �nitely branching labelled transition system (see De�nition B.1 and B.2).3We shall treat the isometry as an identity and thus elide its use. It can be put in withoutany di�culties, but will clutter up the presentation.5



According to Property B.3, the labelled transition system induces a contractive(see De�nition A.12) function �(C;A;!) from the nonempty complete metric spaceC ! L to itself. From Banach's theorem we can deduce that the function has aunique �xed point�x (�(C;A;!)) : C ! L:One can easily verify that, for all c0, c1 2 C, c0 and c1 are trace equivalent if andonly if�x (�(C;A;!))(c0) = �x (�(C;A;!))(c1):That is, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the trace equivalence classes(of the labelled transition system (C;A;!)) and the linear processes (in the imageof �x (�(C;A;!))).2 A branching domainThe branching domain B is de�ned in terms of the complete metric space A, thesingleton metric space 1, and the operations 12�, �, +, and Pnk .De�nition 2.1 The complete metric space (B 2)B is the unique complete met-ric space satisfyingB �= 1 + Pnk (A� 12 � B):Again we conclude from Theorem 4.4 of [AR89] that such a complete metricspace exists.The elements of the branching domain, the branching processes, can be viewedas labelled trees with the following three properties. First of all, the labelled treesare commutative, i.e. for all nodes of a tree, its subtrees are not ordered. Forexample, the labelled trees ��� a������ ��b=== ===��� a������ ��b=== === �� � and ��� b ������ ��a=== ===� ��� b ������ ��a=== ===� �are identi�ed by commutativity, and both correspond to the branching processfha; fha; 0i; hb; 0igi; hb; 0ig: 6



Second, the labelled trees are absorptive, i.e. for all nodes of a tree, the collectionof its subtrees contains no duplicates. For example, the labelled tree� ��a=== ===��a�� a������� ��b=== ===��b�� b ������ � �� � �is not absorptive. By absorption we obtain the tree� ��a=== ===�� a���������b ��This labelled tree corresponds to the branching processfha; fhb; 0igi; ha; 0ig:From the �rst and the second property we can conclude that, for all nodes of alabelled tree, the collection of its subtrees is a set. Third, the trees are compactlybranching, i.e. for all nodes of a tree, the set of its subtrees|corresponding tobranching processes|is compact (with respect to the metric mB). For example,the labelled tree �ww a pppppppppppp �� a������ �� � � �a &&aMMMMMM MMMMMM� ���a ���a ���a� ���a ���a� �...including the in�nite branch is compactly branching. It corresponds to thebranching processfha; 0i; ha; fha; 0igi; ha; fha; fha; 0igigi; : : : ; ha; fha; fha; � � �igigig:If we would leave out the in�nite branch, the labelled tree would not be compactlybranching any more.The branching domain B has been introduced by De Bakker and Zucker (seeTheorem 3.2 of [BZ83]). In Section 5 we will discuss (half of) the metric mB (seeProperty 5.3). 7



Van Glabbeek and Rutten [GR89] have shown that the elements of the branch-ing domain B represent bisimulation equivalence classes|bisimulation is a notiondue to Milner and Park [Mil80, Par81, Mil94]. Let (C;A;!) be a �nitely branch-ing labelled transition system. According to Property B.4, the labelled transitionsystem induces a contractive function 	(C;A;!) from the nonempty complete met-ric space C ! B to itself. As a consequence of Banach's theorem the functionhas a unique �xed point�x (	(C;A;!)) : C ! B:Van Glabbeek and Rutten have proved in Theorem 1 of [GR89] that, for all c0,c1 2 C, c0 and c1 are bisimilar if and only if�x (	(C;A;!)) (c0) = �x (	(C;A;!)) (c1);i.e. there is a one-to-one correspondence between the bisimulation equivalenceclasses (of the labelled transition system (C;A;!)) and the branching processes(in the image of �x (	(C;A;!))).3 A linearize operatorThe linearize operator is de�ned by means of the theory of (metric) labelled tran-sition systems. As De Bakker, Bergstra, Klop, and Meyer noted in Remark 4.3of [BBKM84], the branching domain B can be viewed as a labelled transitionsystem. The con�gurations of the labelled transition systems are the branchingprocesses. As action set we take the set A. The transition relation is presentedinDe�nition 3.1 The transition relation ! � B �A� B is de�ned byB a�! B 0 if and only if ha;B 0i 2 B:There exists a function�x (�(B;A;!)) : B ! Laccording to Property B.3 and Banach's theorem, provided that the labelledtransition system is �nitely branching (see De�nition B.2). However, the labelledtransition system is not �nitely branching. For example,fha; 0i; ha; fha; 0igi; ha; fha; fha; 0igigi; : : : ; ha; fha; fha; � � �igigigss a ffffffffffffffffffffffffffff uu a llllllllllllll ��a ,,aYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY YYYYYYYYY0 fha; 0igoo a fha; fha; 0igigoo a � � � fha; fha; fha; � � �igigigGF EDa BCooBy endowing the branching processes with their metric mB and the actionswith the discrete metric we obtain a metric labelled transition system (see Def-inition B.5). This metric labelled transition system is compactly branching (seeDe�nition B.6). 8



Property 3.2 The metric labelled transition system (B; A;!) is compactlybranching.Proof We have that, for all B 2 B,T (B) = ( ; if B = 0B otherwiseObviously, the metric labelled transition system is compactly branching. 2According to Property B.7 and Banach's theorem, there exists a function�x (�(B;A;!)) : B !1 L:This is the aimed for linearize operator.De�nition 3.3 The function lin : B !1 L is de�ned bylin = �x (�(B;A;!)):The function lin is the unique function lin : B !1 L satisfyinglin (B) = 8><>: 0 if B = 0f ha; �i j ha;B 0i 2 B ^ � 2 lin (B 0) g[f ha; 0i j ha; 0i 2 B g otherwiseFor example, to the branching processfha; fhb; 0igi; ha; fhb; fha; 0i; hb; 0igigigcorresponding to the labelled tree ��� a������ ��a=== ===���b ���b� ��� a������ ��b=== ===� �the linearize operator assigns the linear processfha; hb; 0ii; ha; hb; ha; 0iii; ha; hb; hb; 0iiigcorresponding to the set of sequencesfab; aba; abbg: 9



The technique of viewing the branching domain as a compactly branchingmetric labelled transition system and deriving from it a linearize operator asdescribed above can also be applied to more involved branching domains.In De�nition 7.1 of [Rut90], Rutten has introduced the linearize operator abstrto abstract from the branching structure of a branching domain (introduced inDe�nition 5.1 of [Rut90]).The well-de�nedness proof of abstr is far from trivial(cf. Appendix II of [Rut90]). The branching domain can be viewed as a compactlybranching metric labelled transition system and the linearize operator abstr canbe de�ned as �x (� ).The branching domain introduced by De Bakker and the author in De�ni-tion 4.5 of [BB93] can also be linearized in this way. For details we refer the readerto Chapter 10 of [Bre94b] (see De�nition 10.4.14 and Proposition 10.4.15).4 Two branch operatorsThe two branch operators branch0 and branch1 are both de�ned by means of thetheory of (metric) labelled transition systems. As in the previous section, we viewthe linear domain as a labelled transition system. This time, the linear processesare the con�gurations of the labelled transition system. Again we take the set Aas the action set. Two transition relations are presented inDe�nition 4.1� The transition relation !0 � L �A� L is de�ned byL a�!0 L0 if and only if L0 = anL; or ha; 0i 2 L and L0 = 0;whereanL = f� j ha; �i 2 L g:� The transition relation !1 � L �A� L is de�ned byL a�!1 L0 if and only if ha; �i 2 L and L0 = f�g; or ha; 0i 2 L and L0 = 0:The �rst transition relation \branches as late as possible" and the second one\branches as soon as possible". For example, the transition relation!0 gives rise10



to fha; hb; 0ii; ha; hb; ha; 0iii; ha; hb; hb; 0iiig��afhb; 0i; hb; ha; 0ii; hb; hb; 0iig ++bWWWWWWWWW WWWWWWWWW��b fha; 0i; hb; 0igss a ggggggggggggggggggggggggss b ggggggggggggggggggggggggg0whereas the transition relation !1 gives rise tofha; hb; 0ii; ha; hb; ha; 0iii; ha; hb; hb; 0iiigvv a nnnnnnnnnnn ��a ((aPPPPPPP PPPPfhb; hb; 0iig &&bNNNNN NNNNN fhb; ha; 0iig��bfhb; 0ig ''bOOOO OOOOOOO fha; 0ig��a0The transition relation!0 gives rise to a �nitely branching labelled transitionsystem.Property 4.2 The labelled transition system (L; A;!0) is �nitely branching.Proof We have that, for all L 2 L,T (L) = ( ; if L = 0f ha; anLi j anL 6= ; g [ f ha; 0i j ha; 0i 2 L g otherwiseSince the set A is endowed with the discrete metric and the set L, with L 6= 0, iscompact, the set T (L) is �nite. 2Property B.4 and Banach's theorem give us the branch operator branch0.De�nition 4.3 The function branch0 : L ! B is de�ned bybranch0 = �x (	(L;A;!0)): 11



The function branch0 is the unique function branch0 : L ! B satisfyingbranch0 (L) = 8><>: 0 if L = 0f ha; branch0 (anL)i j anL 6= ; g[f ha; 0i j ha; 0i 2 L g otherwiseThe transition relation !1 does not give rise to a �nitely branching labelledtransition system. For example,fha; 0i; ha; ha; 0ii; ha; ha; ha; 0iii; : : : ; ha; ha; ha; � � �iiigss a ggggggggggggggggggggggggggg vv a llllllllllll ��a ++aXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX0 fha; 0igoo a fha; ha; 0iigoo a � � � fha; ha; ha; � � �iiigGF EDa BCooWe endow the linear processes with mL and the actions with the discrete metric.The obtained metric labelled transition system is compactly branching.Property 4.4 The metric labelled transition system (L; A;!1) is compactlybranching.Proof We have that, for all L 2 L,T (L) = ( ; if L = 0f ha; f�gi j ha; �i 2 L g [ f ha; 0i j ha; 0i 2 L g otherwiseClearly, the metric labelled transition system is compactly branching. 2From Property B.8 and Banach's theorem we obtain the branching operatorbranch1 as follows.De�nition 4.5 The function branch1 : L !1 B is de�ned bybranch1 = �x (�(L;A;!1)):The function branch1 is the unique function branch1 : L !1 B satisfyingbranch1 (L) = 8><>: 0 if L = 0f ha; branch1 (f�g)i j ha; �i 2 L g[f ha; 0i j ha; 0i 2 L g otherwiseFor example, to the linear processfha; hb; 0ii; ha; hc; 0iigcorresponding to the set of sequencesfab; acg 12



the branch operator branch0 assigns the branching processfha; fhb; 0i; hc; 0igigcorresponding to the labelled tree ���a��� b ������ ��c=== ===� �The branch operator branch1 assigns to the above linear process the branchingprocessfha; fhb; 0igi; ha; fhc; 0igigcorresponding to the labelled tree ��� a������ ��a=== ===���b ���c� �Both branch0 and branch1 are a right inverse for lin.Property 4.6 lin � branch0 = idL and lin � branch1 = idL.Proof We only prove the �rst equality. One can easily verify that�(L;A;!0) (lin � branch0) = lin � branch0and �(L;A;!0) (idL) = idL:Since �(L;A;!0) is a contractive function from a nonempty complete metric spaceto itself, it has a unique �xed point according to Banach's theorem. Consequently,lin � branch0 and idL are equal. 213



5 A reection and a coreectionThe linear and the branching domain are systematically turned into a category.We drop one half of the Hausdor� metric (see De�nition A.7) in the de�nitionof the metrics mL and mB. Lawvere studied this half of the Hausdor� metric insome detail (see the introduction of [Law73]). By dropping half of the Hausdor�metric we do not obtain a metric but a generalized metric.De�nition 5.1 A (1-bounded) generalized metric space is a pair (X; gX) consist-ing of� a set X and� a function gX : X �X ! [0; 1], called generalized metric, satisfying, for allx, y, z 2 X,� gX (x; x) = 0 and� gX (x; z) � gX (x; y) + gX (y; z).In contrast with a metric, a generalized metric might assign to a pair (x; y),with x 6= y, the value 0. (Furthermore, a generalized metric need not be sym-metric.) One can easily verify that, given a generalized metric space (X; gX ),x � y if gX (x; y) = 0de�nes a preorder on X (and hence a category with the elements of X as objects).The generalized metrics on L and B are presented inDe�nition 5.2� The function gL : L �L ! [0; 1] is de�ned bygL (L0; L1) = 8><>: 0 if L0, L1 = 0sup f inf fmA1 (�0; �1) j �1 2 L1 g j �0 2 L0 g if L0, L1 6= 01 otherwise� The function gB : B � B ! [0; 1] is the unique function satisfyinggB (B0; B1) = 8>>><>>>: 0 if B0, B1 = 0sup f inf fmax fmA (a0; a1); 12 � gB (B 00; B 01)gj ha1; B 01i 2 B1 g j ha0; B 00i 2 B0 g if B0, B1 6= 01 otherwiseNote that the de�nition of gB is recursive. This de�nition is justi�ed in Ap-pendix C.The generalized metrics gL and gB are characterized in14



Property 5.31. For all L0, L1 2 L, with L0, L1 6= 0, and �, with 0 � � < 1, gL (L0; L1) � � ifand only if for all �0 2 L0 there exists a �1 2 L1 such that mA1 (�0; �1) � �.2. For all B0, B1 2 B, with B0, B1 6= 0, and �, with 0 � � < 1, gB (B0; B1) � �if and only if for all ha;B 00i 2 B0 there exists a ha;B 01i 2 B1 such thatgB (B 00; B 01) � 2 � �.Proof See Appendix C. 2From the above property we can conclude that the morphisms of the lineardomain are inclusion functions. The morphisms of the branching domain can beseen as simulations (see, e.g., Section 2.8 of [Gla90]) which preserve con�gurationswith no outgoing transitions|recall that the branching domain can be viewed asa labelled transition system.Having turned the linear and the branching domain into a category, we areready to prove the main results of this paper. In Property 5.4, we prove that1. lin is a functor,2. branch0 is a functor,3. branch1 is a functor,4. branch0 is a right adjoint for lin ,5. branch1 is a left adjoint for lin,6. branch0 is full, and7. branch1 is full.Since functors on preorders are faithful, we can conclude from 4. and 6. that linand branch0 form a reection and from 5. and 7. that lin and branch1 form acoreection.Property 5.4 For all L, L0, L1 2 L and B, B0, B1 2 B,1. if gB (B0; B1) = 0 then gL (lin (B0); lin (B1)) = 0,2. if gL (L0; L1) = 0 then gB (branch0 (L0); branch0 (L1)) = 0,3. if gL (L0; L1) = 0 then gB (branch1 (L0); branch1 (L1)) = 0,4. gL (lin (B); L) = 0 if and only if gB (B; branch0 (L)) = 0,5. gL (L; lin (B)) = 0 if and only if gB (branch1 (L); B) = 0,15



6. if gB (branch0 (L0); branch0 (L1)) = 0 then gL (L0; L1) = 0, and7. if gB (branch1 (L0); branch1 (L1)) = 0 then gL (L0; L1) = 0.Proof We only treat the �fth case. All other cases can be dealt with similarly.The proof is divided into two parts.We �rst prove that, for all L 2 L and B 2 B,if gL (L; lin (B)) = 0 then gB (branch1 (L); B) = 0.We de�ne, for all n 2 IN, the function �n : L !1 B by�n (L) = ( 0 if n = 0�(L;A;!1) (�n�1)(L) otherwiseWe prove that, for all n 2 IN, L 2 L, and B 2 B,if gL (L; lin (B)) = 0 then gB (�n (L); B) � 2�nby induction on n. The above is vacuously true if n = 0. Let n > 0. By de�nition,�n (L) = f ha; �n�1 (f�g)i j ha; �i 2 L g [ f ha; 0i j ha; 0i 2 L g:According Property 5.3.2, it su�ces to prove1. if ha; �i 2 L then there exists a ha;B 0i 2 B such thatgB (�n�1 (f�g); B 0) � 2�(n�1) and2. if ha; 0i 2 L then ha; 0i 2 B.We start with 1.ha; �i 2 L) ha; �i 2 lin (B) [gL (L; lin (B)) = 0, Property 5.3.1]) 9ha;B 0i 2 B : � 2 lin (B 0)) 9ha;B 0i 2 B : gL (f�g; lin (B 0)) [Property 5.3.1]) 9ha;B 0i 2 B : gB (�n�1 (f�g); B 0) � 2�(n�1) [induction]We continue with 2.ha; 0i 2 L) ha; 0i 2 lin (B) [gL (L; lin (B)) = 0, Property 5.3.1]) ha; 0i 2 B: 16



We can conclude that, for all L 2 L and B 2 B, if gL (L; lin (B)) = 0 then8n 2 IN : gB (�n (L); B) � 2�n) limn gB (�n (L); B) = 0) gB (limn �n (L); B) = 0 [Property C.4]) gB ((limn �n) (L); B) = 0) gB (branch1 (L); B) = 0 [Banach's theorem]Second, for all L 2 L and B 2 B,gB (branch1 (L); B) = 0) gL (lin (branch1 (L)); lin (B)) = 0 [Property 5.4.1]) gL (L; lin (B)) = 0 [Property 4.6] 2Of the functor category L ! B we consider the full subcategory of rightinverses for lin . In this subcategory,1. branch0 is �nal and2. branch1 is initialas is shown inProperty 5.5 For all branch : L ! B, with lin � branch = idL,1. gL!B (branch; branch0) = 0 and2. gL!B (branch1; branch) = 0.Proof We only consider the second case. Let L 2 L. Since gL (L;L) = 0and lin � branch = idL, we have that gL (L; lin (branch (L))) = 0. According toProperty 5.4.5, gB (branch1 (L); branch (L)) = 0. Consequently, we can concludethat gL!B (branch1; branch) = 0. 2Related and future workWe briey discuss some related work.In Section 4 and 5 of [WN94], Winskel and Nielsen have presented a categoryof synchronization trees S and a category of languages L. The morphisms of the�bred categories SA and LA are simulations and inclusion functions, respectively.The category LA has been reectively (but not coreectively) embedded in SA.LA � � oo SA17



The categories SA and LA have been related to various other categories in [WN94](see also [SNW93]).In Section 8 of [Rut95], Rutten has introduced the notion of a pair of (nonex-pansive) functions between two generalized metric spaces being a metric adjointpair. Neither lin and branch0 nor lin and branch1 form a metric adjoint pair.From Corollary 4.9 of Rutten and Turi's [RT92] we can conclude that B formsan initial algebra and a �nal coalgebra. By providing L with algebraic andcoalgebraic structures we can de�ne the linearize and branch operators as theunique morphisms from the initial algebra and to the �nal coalgebra.Property 5.4 can also be proved by means of the � � 12 � � (coinductive) proofprinciple (see, e.g., page 174 of [ABKR89]).We conclude with some topics for future research.Besides dropping one half of the Hausdor� metric in the de�nitions of thegeneralized metrics gL and gB, we can also drop one half of the disjoint union(see De�nition A.3):(gX ; gY ) (v;w) = 8>>><>>>: gX (v;w) if v, w 2 XgY (v;w) if v, w 2 Y0 if v 2 X and w 2 Y1 otherwiseThe above can be viewed as one half of the disjoint union as we have thatmX +mY = maxfmX ;mY ;mY ;mXg:The preorder corresponding to gX ; gY (see page 14) is the concatenation (asde�ned, e.g., in Section 2.4 of [Pra86]) of the preorders corresponding to gX andgY . We conjecture that in this setting Property 5.4 and 5.5 are still valid.We are interested to see whether constructions like the sequential composi-tion of branching processes (as de�ned in, e.g., De�nition 2.14 of [KR90]) areuniversal.References[ABKR89] P. America, J.W. de Bakker, J.N. Kok, and J.J.M.M. Rutten. De-notational Semantics of a Parallel Object-Oriented Language. Infor-mation and Computation, 83(2):152{205, November 1989.[Ale27] P. Alexandro�. �Uber stetige Abbildungen kompakter R�aume. Math-ematische Annalen, 96:555{571, 1927.[AR89] P. America and J.J.M.M. Rutten. Solving Reexive Domain Equa-tions in a Category of Complete Metric Spaces. Journal of Computerand System Sciences, 39(3):343{375, December 1989.18
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A Metric spacesWe present some notions from metric topology and Banach's �xed point theorem.For further details on (metric) topology we refer the reader to Engelking's stan-dard work [Eng89]. We start with the de�nition of a basic notion: a 1-boundedmetric space.De�nition A.1 A (1-bounded) metric space is a pair (X;mX) consisting of� a set X and� a functionmX : X�X ! [0; 1], calledmetric, satisfying, for all x, y, z 2 X,� mX (x; y) = 0 if and only if x = y,� mX (x; y) = mX (y; x), and� mX (x; z) � mX (x; y) +mX (y; z).To simplify notations, we shall usually writeX instead of (X;mX) and denotethe metric of a metric space X by mX .Two examples of a metric are presented inDe�nition A.2� Let X be a set. The discrete metric mX : X �X ! [0; 1] is de�ned bymX (x; y) = ( 0 if x = y1 if x 6= y� The Euclidean metric m[0;1] : [0; 1]� [0; 1]! [0; 1] is de�ned bym[0;1] (x; y) = jx� yj:From metric spaces one can build new metric spaces by extending operationson sets like the Cartesian product � and the disjoint union + to metrics.De�nition A.3 Let X and Y be metric spaces.� For all �, with 0 < � � 1, the metric � �mX : X �X ! [0; 1] is de�ned by(� �mX) (x; y) = � �mX (x; y):� The metric mX �mY : (X � Y )� (X � Y )! [0; 1] is de�ned by(mX �mY ) (hv;wi; hx; yi) = maxfmX (v; x);mY (w; y) g:22



� The metric mX +mY : (X + Y )� (X + Y )! [0; 1] is de�ned by(mX +mY ) (v;w) = 8><>: mX (v;w) if v, w 2 XmY (v;w) if v, w 2 Y1 otherwiseBelow we will encounter some other operations on metrics.The completeness of a metric space is essential in Banach's theorem. Beforewe introduce this notion, we �rst present the de�nitions of converging and Cauchysequence.De�nition A.4 Let X be a metric space. Let (xn)n be a sequence in X and xan element of X.� The sequence (xn)n is said to converge to the element x, which is denotedby limn xn = x, if8� > 0 : 9N 2 IN : 8n � N : mX (xn; x) � �:� The sequence (xn)n is called Cauchy if8� > 0 : 9N 2 IN : 8m;n � N : mX (xm; xn) � �:As can be easily seen, every convergent sequence is Cauchy.De�nition A.5 A metric space is called complete if every Cauchy sequences inthe metric space is convergent.As one can easily verify, the operations ��, �, and + preserve completeness.Compactness, a generalization of �niteness, is introduced inDe�nition A.6 A subset of a metric space is called compact if every sequencesin the set has a converging subsequence.The set Pnk (X) of nonempty and compact subsets of the metric space Xis turned into a metric space by endowing it with the Hausdor� metric (seeChapter VIII, x 6 of [Hau14]) introduced inDe�nition A.7 Let X be a metric space. The Hausdor� metricPnk (mX) : Pnk (X)�Pnk (X)! [0; 1]is de�ned byPnk (mX) (A;B) = maxf sup f inf fmX (a; b) j b 2 B g j a 2 A g;sup f inf fmX (b; a) j a 2 A g j b 2 B g g:23



The operation Pnk preserves completeness (Lemma 3 of [Kur56]). The metricspace Pk (X) of compact subsets of the metric space X is de�ned byPk (X) = f;g+ Pnk (X):The set X ! Y of functions from the metric space X to the metric space Yis turned into a metric space by endowing it with the metric introduced inDe�nition A.8 Let X and Y be metric spaces. The metricmX ! mY : (X ! Y )� (X ! Y )! [0; 1]is de�ned by(mX ! mY ) (f; g) = sup fmY (f (x); g (x)) j x 2 Xg:Frequently we restrict ourselves to the subspace of nonexpansive functions.De�nition A.9 Let X and Y be metric spaces. A function f : X ! Y is callednonexpansive if, for all x, y 2 X,mY (f (x); f (y)) � mX (x; y):We denote the metric space of nonexpansive functions from the metric spaceX to the metric space Y by X !1 Y . The operations ! and !1 preservecompleteness as can easily be veri�ed.Next we will introduce an equivalence notion of metric spaces.De�nition A.10 Let X and Y be metric spaces. A function f : X ! Y iscalled isometric if, for all x, y 2 X,mY (f (x); f (y)) = mX (x; y):Note that an isometric function is injective.De�nition A.11 The metric spaces X and Y are called isometric, denoted byX �= Y , if there exists an isometric function from X to Y which is surjective.Besides the completeness of the metric space, the contractiveness of the func-tion is another essential ingredient of Banach's theorem.De�nition A.12 Let X and Y be metric spaces. A function f : X ! Y iscalled contractive if there exists an �, with 0 < � < 1, such thatf 2 (� �X)!1 Y:Instead of (��X)!1 Y we usually writeX !� Y . We conclude with Banach's�xed point theorem. 24



Theorem A.13 (Banach) Let X be a nonempty complete metric space. If thefunction f : X ! X is contractive then it has a unique �xed point �x (f) and,for all x 2 X,�x (f) = limn xnwherexn = ( x if n = 0f (xn�1) otherwiseProof See Theorem II.6 of [Ban22]. 2B Metric labelled transition systemsWe introduce some of the theory on (metric) labelled transition systems developedin the author's thesis [Bre94b].De�nition B.1 A labelled transition system is a triple (C;A;!) consisting of� a set of con�gurations C,� a set of actions A, and� a transition relation ! � C �A� C.Instead of (c; a; c0) 2 ! we write c a�! c0. If c a�! c0 then we say that thereexists a transition from c to c0 labelled with a. If there exists a transition fromc, we write c!. Otherwise, we write c 6!.If every con�guration has only �nitely many outgoing transitions, i.e. for allc 2 C, the setT (c) = f ha; c0i j c a�! c0 gis �nite, then the labelled transition system is called �nitely branching. Analternative formulation of this �niteness condition is presented inDe�nition B.2 A labelled transition system (C;A;!) is called �nitely branch-ing if the functionT : C ! P (A�C)de�ned byT (c) = f ha; c0i j c a�! c0 gis an element of C ! Pf (A� C). 25



For �nitely branching labelled transition systems we have the following twoproperties.Property B.3 A �nitely branching labelled transition system (C;A;!) inducesa function�(C;A;!) : (C ! L)! 12 (C ! L)de�ned by�(C;A;!) (�)(c) = 8>><>>: 0 if c 6!f ha; �i j c a�! c0 ^ � 2 � (c0) g[f ha; 0i j c a�! c0 ^ � (c0) = 0 g otherwiseProof See, e.g., Theorem 4.3.6 and Proposition 4.3.7 of [Bre94b]. 2Property B.4 A �nitely branching labelled transition system (C;A;!) inducesa function	(C;A;!) : (C ! B)! 12 (C ! B)de�ned by	(C;A;!) ( )(c) = ( 0 if c 6!f ha;  (c0)i j c a�! c0 g otherwiseProof See, e.g., Theorem 4.3.10 and Proposition 4.3.12 of [Bre94b]. 2Both � and 	 are contractive functions from a nonempty complete metricspace to itself. According to Banach's theorem, � and 	 have unique �xed points�x (�) and �x (	), respectively.A metric labelled transition system is a labelled transition system with someadditional structure. That is, the set of con�gurations and the set of actions areboth endowed with a complete metric.De�nition B.5 A metric labelled transition system is a triple (C;A;!) consist-ing of� a complete metric space of con�guration C,� a complete metric space of actions A, and� a transition relation ! � C �A� C.Because we have a metric on the sets of con�gurations and actions, the �nite-ness condition �nitely branching can be generalized to compactly branching: ev-ery con�guration has a compact set of outgoing transitions and transitioning isnonexpansive. 26



De�nition B.6 Ametric labelled transition system (C;A;!) is called compactlybranching if the functionT : C ! P (A�C)de�ned byT (c) = f ha; c0i j c a�! c0 gis an element of C !1 Pk (A� 12 � C).Property B.3 and B.4 can be generalized as follows.Property B.7 A compactly branching metric labelled transition system (C;A;!)induces a function�(C;A;!) : (C !1 L)! 12 (C !1 L)de�ned by�(C;A;!) (�)(c) = 8>><>>: 0 if c 6!f ha; �i j c a�! c0 ^ � 2 � (c0) g[f ha; 0i j c a�! c0 ^ � (c0) = 0 g otherwiseProof See Theorem 7.3.8 and Proposition 7.3.10 of [Bre94b]. 2Property B.8 A compactly branching metric labelled transition system (C;A;!)induces a function�(C;A;!) : (C !1 B)! 12 (C !1 B)de�ned by�(C;A;!) (�)(c) = ( 0 if c 6!f ha; � (c0)i j c a�! c0 g otherwiseProof See Proposition 7.4.1 and 7.4.3 of [Bre94b]. 2As before, both � and � are contractive functions from a nonempty completemetric space to itself. According to Banach's theorem, � and � have unique�xed points �x (� ) and �x (�), respectively.27



C Generalized metricsThe justi�cation of the de�nition of the generalized metric gB (De�nition 5.2) ispresented and the characterization of gB (Property 5.3.2) is proved.First, we prove that there exists a unique generalized metric satisfying therecursive equation in De�nition 5.2. We show that there exists a contractivefunction from a nonempty complete metric space to itself, the unique �xed pointof which satis�es the equation uniquely.Given a set X, the set X�X ! [0; 1], with [0; 1] endowed with the Euclideanmetric (see De�nition A.2), forms a nonempty complete metric space.Property C.1 The subspace GX of generalized metrics on X is complete.Proof Let (gn)n be a Cauchy sequence of generalized metrics on X convergingto the function g. To conclude that g is a generalized metric we prove that, forall x, y, z 2 X,g (x; x)= (limn gn) (x; x)= limn gn (x; x)= 0and g (x; z)= (limn gn) (x; z)= limn gn (x; z)� limn gn (x; y) + gn (y; z)= limn gn (x; y) + limn gn (y; z)= g (x; y) + g (y; z): 2On the nonempty completemetric space GB we de�ne the following contractivefunction.De�nition C.2 The function G : GB ! 12 GB is de�ned byG (g) (B0; B1) = 8>>><>>>: 0 if B0, B1 = 0sup f inf fmaxfmA (a0; a1); 12 � g (B 00; B 01)gj ha1; B 01i 2 B1 g j ha0; B 00i 2 B0 g if B0, B1 6= 01 otherwise28



We leave it to the reader to verify that G maps generalized metrics to gen-eralized metrics and that it is contractive. According to Banach's theorem, thefunction G has a unique �xed point: the generalized metric gB introduced inDe�nition 5.2.We conclude this appendix with the proof of Property 5.3.2. The key step inthe proof is replacing the in�mum in the de�nition of gB by the minimum.Since we dropped one half of the Hausdor� metric in the de�nition of gB, gBis smaller than mB.Property C.3 For all B0, B1 2 B,gB (B0; B1) � mB (B0; B1):Proof We de�ne, for all n 2 IN,gn = ( mB if n = 0G (gn�1) otherwiseWe can prove that, for all n 2 IN and B0, B1 2 B,gn (B0; B1) � mB (B0; B1)by induction on n. Consequently, for all B0, B1 2 B,gB (B0; B1)= (limn gn) (B0; B1) [Banach's theorem]= limn gn (B0; B1)� mB (B0; B1): 2A metric is nonexpansive in both its arguments. This does not hold forgeneralized metrics in general. The generalized metric gB is nonexpansive (withrespect to mB), and hence continuous, in both its arguments.Property C.4 For all B, B0, B1 2 B,m[0;1] (gB (B0; B); gB (B1; B)) � mB (B0; B1)m[0;1] (gB (B;B0); gB (B;B1)) � mB (B0; B1)Proof For example,m[0;1] (gB (B;B0); gB (B;B1))� maxfgB (B0; B1); gB (B1; B0)g� mB (B0; B1) [Property C.3] 229



From the above property we can conclude that we can replace the in�mum inthe de�nition of gB by the minimum.Property C.5 For all a0 2 A and B 00, B1 2 B, with B1 6= 0,inf fmax fmA (a0; a1); 12 � gB (B 00; B 01)g j ha1; B 01i 2 B1 g= minfmax fmA (a0; a1); 12 � gB (B00; B 01)g j ha1; B 01i 2 B1 g:Proof Because, for all a0 2 A, the function�a1 2 A:mA (a0; a1)is nonexpansive, and for all B 00 2 B, the function�B01 2 B:gB (B 00; B 01)is nonexpansive (Property C.4), for all a0 2 A and B 00 2 B, the function�ha1; B 01i 2 A� 12 � B:maxfmA (a0; a1); 12 � gB (B00; B 01)gis nonexpansive. Since all B1 2 B, with B1 6= 0, are compact subsets ofA � 12 � B and the nonexpansive image of a compact set is compact (a conse-quence of Theorem III of [Ale27]), for all B1 2 B, with B1 6= 0, the setfmaxfmA (a0; a1); 12 � gB (B 00; B 01)g j ha1; B 01i 2 B1 gis compact. Because the in�mum of a compact subset of [0; 1] is the minimum,the desired result can be concluded. 2This brings us to theProof of Property 5.3.2 Let B0, B1 2 B, with B0, B1 6= 0, and �, with0 � � < 1.gB (B0; B1) � �() sup f inf fmaxfmA (a0; a1); 12 � gB (B 00; B 01)g j ha1; B 01i 2 B1 g j ha0; B 00i 2 B0 g � �() 8ha0; B 00i 2 B0 : inf fmaxfmA (a0; a1); 12 � gB (B 00; B 01)g j ha1; B 01i 2 B1 g � �() 8ha0; B 00i 2 B0 : minfmaxfmA (a0; a1); 12 � gB (B00; B 01)g j ha1; B 01i 2 B1 g � �[Property C.5]() 8ha0; B 00i 2 B0 : 9ha1; B 01i 2 B1 : maxfmA (a0; a1); 12 � gB (B00; B 01)g � �() 8ha0; B 00i 2 B0 : 9ha1; B 01i 2 B1 : a0 = a1 ^ gB (B 00; B 01) � 2 � �[A is endowed with the discrete metric]() 8ha;B 00i 2 B0 : 9ha;B 01i 2 B1 : gB (B 00; B 01) � 2 � �: 230
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